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TireSocks® Brand Products
We are proud to bring you quality products for many of your construction needs. Whether you need 
to keep a jobsite clean or keep your employees safe we have several products just for you. With our 
full line of products, you’re guaranteed to find just what you’re looking for. All products come in a 
variety of sizes to suit your needs.

DripDiaper®
DripDiapers are used to protect finished flooring from fluid leaks caused by 
equipment. A replaceable absorptive pad in the center of each DripDiaper 
collects the fluids that may leak from the chassis of the equipment. This 
cost effective alternative to the typical plastic/duct tape method is more 
effective and saves you time and effort.

SafetyPads™
Our SafetyPads are used to protect the entry point on equipment. They 
are constructed of thick foam and are covered with heavy-duty fabric 
featuring OSHA compliant yellow and black caution markings. They are a 
cost effective alternative to the typical pipe insulation and caution tape 
method that is both time consuming and less effective.

TireSocks®
TireSocks are used to protect finished flooring from scuff marks caused 
by rubber tires. TireSocks are constructed using heavy duty fabrics and 
can be made to fit any size tire. TireSocks have several advantages over 
similar products currently on the market. They are easy to install, don’t 
slip off the tires and self center as you drive.
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TrackSocks™
Our TrackSocks are very similar to TireSocks for rubber tires, but are used 
to protect finished flooring from scuff marks caused by rubber tracks. 
They are durable, easy to install, and don’t slip off the track. TrackSocks 
are constructed of heavy duty materials and can be made to fit any sized 
track. They are typically used on finished concrete, marble, or other 
finished flooring.

CasterSocks™
Our CasterSocks are a similar concept to TireSocks, but used on the
smaller wheels of dollies, carts, pallet jacks, hospital beds, and other
equipment used in a variety of industries. They are made of lighter duty
material and will protect finished flooring from tread marks caused by 
smaller caster wheels. CasterSocks are easy to use, durable, and can be 
made to fit any sized wheel.

ForkSocks™
Our ForkSocks are designed to fit over forklift forks to protect products
from scratching, rubbing, and sharp fork tips. They can be made to fit any 
sized forks. Constructed of heavy-duty material, ForkSocks will last a long 
time, have a double reinforced toe, and attach securely to the forklift using 
a bungee cord. ForkSocks are a necessity in every warehouse that handles 
finished or painted material.
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OutriggerSocks™
OutriggerSocks™ are used to protect finished flooring from 
scratching, scuffing and other damage caused by extended outriggers. 
OutriggerSocks™ are durable and easy to install.

EquipmentCovers™
Equipment Covers provide a cost effective lasting solution for protecting 
your equipment from the elements and keep it looking like new.  They are 
easy to install, theft resistant and include a bungee base for a secure fit.  
The zipper front allows easy charging access without having toremove the 
cover.  Constructed of heavy duty, water resistant nylon, consistent use of 
our covers is sure to extend the life of your equipment.  Add your logo to 
create a powerful marketing and branding tool for your company!

MotorSocks™
MotorSocks™ are used to protect finished flooring from hydraulic 
fluid leaks that might occur at the drive motors on electric scissor lifts. 
MotorSocks™ should be considered when purchasing a DripDiaper®.
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ControlBoxCovers™
Control Box Covers shield your control panels from the elements as well 
as dust and debris.  The zippered front flap allows easy control access 
without having to remove the entire cover.  Made from heavy duty, water 
resistant nylon, regular use of control box covers aids in reducing hours 
and dollars spent replacing water damaged controls.  Covers are available 
in two universal sizes or can be custom fit.  Add your logo for additional 
brand exposure!
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